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SUN INTO VIRGO AUG 23RD 6:03A EST

NEW MOON IN VIRGO AUG 30TH 6:36A EST

A new season begins! Virgo is associated with digestion, the gut brain, 
absorption and assimilation, intestines, spleen, lower dorsal nerves, and the 
nails. This is the perfect time for a reset of body and brain in the ways that 
feel right to you. Wellness and purity culture have become so linked that I am 
more hesitant to offer wellness suggestions as part of the season, since too 
much weight is placed on the “perfection” of certain ways of eating or living, 
but I also don’t think treating our gut, brain, and nervous system well can ever 
be a bad thing. Pick up some probiotics at the store, drink a healing green 
juice, or simply eat in a state of calm so you can better absorb your nutrients. 
Doing what is healing and helpful will feel good now. It doesn’t have to be the 
extremes associated with the word “detox” but something with the family of 
healing, cleansing, and purification is suited to the season. 

This group of days is also beautiful for honoring Virgo energy by connecting 
with the essence of the woman (being/person) whole unto her/themself that 
this sign can represent. This is the spiritual power of “the virgin” who was not 
actually a virgin but an unmarried woman who had other significant duties 
such as being an oracle, healer, or mystic, and was free to have sex (or not) 
for pleasure and not patriarchal social obligation. A relationship with spirit, 
your work in the world, or you own self can be further cultivated now. There is 
power in autonomy and self-ownership. 
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JOURNAL QUESTIONS
What does being/getting grounded mean to me? 

What does it feel like?

Right now, am I grounded or ungrounded, or somewhere in the middle?

What are the advantages of being really present in my body?

What are the disadvantages of being really present in my body? 

What emotions come up when I spend time in nature? 

What emotions come up when I see photos of beautiful places in or parts  
of nature?

What’s enjoyable about being earthbound? 

If my life were a videogame, what object would I be collecting to give me 
energy along the way? What’s the ultimate arrival goal? 
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THE BODY SPREAD
Card 1: Theme/Thesis/Overriding message

Card 2: My higher self’s view on my relationship with my body

Card 3: What my body has to say about my relationship to her/them/him

Card 4: What my body is wanting/needing

Card 5: What would be a joyful addition to my connection with my body

Card 6: What is doing harm, if anything 

Card 7: The outcome of my current body relationship

Card 8: If you don’t like the outcome, what you can do to shift it more toward 
what you desire

If you are getting difficult cards and this is a challenging topic for you, you 
can always go back to this simple spread to get some broad clarity and what’s 
happening beneath the surface:

Card 1: The Path

Card 2: The Block

Card 3: The Key to Removing the Block 
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GETTING GROUNDED
 When we are grounded, all of our efforts flow better. Signs of being ungrounded 
can look like: poor sleep, easily distracted, anxious, over-thinking, creating 
chaos, unsure, or insecure. When we make an effort to stay more consistently 
grounded we can experience: better mood, greater calm, more confidence, 
improved immunity, less emotional stress. To make the most of the current 
astrology, we need to be grounded. Grounding down into the earth and our 
roots allows for much better intuitive flow and spiritual connection as well. We 
need the earth connection to balance and ground our connection to the astral. 

There are many potential ways to ground and I’m recommending the simplest 
one: walking barefoot on dirt, grass, or sand for at least 15 minutes. Seek out 
a good location to do this and get your feet onto the earth. You can also lay 
down on the earth while you are barefoot with soles to the earth. 

Other ways to ground throughout the day:

• Hold stones like obsidian, black tourmaline, carnelian jasper

• Stand upright with feet on the floor and visualize yourself as a tree. Feel 
your roots going deep into the earth. Once you feel rooted below, then 
visualize your body stretching up like a trunk and your branches expanding 
outward and upward. 

• Eating earthy root vegetables like beets, sweet potatoes, carrots, onions, 
turnips, or fennel

• Drinking dandelion tea. You can also try chamomile, fennel, marshmallow 
root, or rooibos tea.
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INTENTION PLANTING SPELL FOR THE VIRGO 
NEW MOON 
NEW MOON IN VIRGO AUG 30TH 6:36A EST

You’ll want to get some herb or vegetable seeds. You can use your intuition 
to choose and I also recommended doing some reading on the metaphysical 
associations of what you are choosing so you can be aware of the magical 
lineage to which they are connected and how they’ll be supporting you. It’s 
also possible to choose based on family connection to and use of a plant, or 
your own personal history with it. The important thing is to be intentional 
about the choice.

1. Set you intention for this new moon and get as clear as possible on what 
you wish to plant. This is something that will last, so make it count. 

2. Choose a spot where it makes sense to plant a small handful of seeds, or 
you can plant a few in a pot with some nice dirt and compost.

3. Feel yourself connected to the earth, rooted all the way down into the core, 
and feel your energy expand upwards to connect with the stars as well. 

4. Hold the seeds in your left hand, close your eyes, and put your hand to your 
heart. Feel your heart beating, your breath flowing, and the aliveness of all 
of your cells. Become aware of this same aliveness in the seeds and all life 
around you. 

5. Hold your intention with your seeds and feel your intention just as alive as 
you, your seeds, and the life surrounding you. See and feel the aliveness of 
your intention taking root and growing to full maturity, like a tree, flower, 
or yourself. 

6. Plant your seeds with a lot of thankfulness for the dirt, bugs, water, sunlight 
and millions of large and tiny factors that make life possible. Pray that your 
intention flourish alongside all of life, contributing to its bounty. 

 
Happy New Moon!

Xx 
Emily
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